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Abstract. The centromere of chromosomes I, 6 and 9 are physically mapped by the hypoploids of the six most
proximal B-A translocations. The hypoploids are deficient for a paternal chromosome arm and, as a result , lose the
paternal signal of those RFLP markers located on the missing chromosome arm . Of those markers missing from the
hypoploids, the two most proxima l ones on each arm of a chromosome define the physical location of the centromere.
Analysis of 10 RFLP markers on chromosome I , 8 on chromosome 6 and 12 on chromosome 9, maps the first
centromere to the umcti i-umcl Z?o region, the sixth centromere to the bn/6.29-bn/7.28 region, and the ninth cen tromere to the bn/5./0-lImc20 regio n, an interval of about 3.3, 3 and 0.5 map units , respectively. Other interesting
observations are that the A-B chro mosome of five of the six B-A translocations is associated with anoma lous signals
not orig inated from the paternal parent, suggesting probab le presence of chromosome rearrangemen t(s).
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Introduction
The centromere is a distinct cytological region-the primary constriction-on metaphase chromosomes. Its primary funct ion is to align chro mosomes at the metaphase
plate and then to separate them at anaphase during cell
division. It exerts these functions through the attachment
of its kinetochore with microtubules, to promote chromo some movement by the kinetochore motor (Hyman and
Mitchison, 1991). Despite its significant biologica l
function, the centromeric location is rarely determined and
has been mapped only in a few species due to lack of a
proper phenotype for genetic ana lysis. This stumb ling
block was circumvented in yeast (Clarke, 1990) and recently
in Arabidopsis (Copenhaver et aI., 1999) using tetrad
analysis to define the centromere position at the molecular level.
In plants, the centromere has been mapped with a telocentric or an isochromosome. The telocentric chromosome
is derived from a norma l homo log, usually a univalent, by
a misd ivision of the centromere; semicolon and one end
of this telocentric chromosome is the centromere. An isochromosome is structurally simi lar to a telocentric . It is a
metacentric chromosome, carrying two identical chromosome arms . Any genetic marker located at or near the terminal position on a telocentric will be either most proximal
or distal to the centromere. After comparing with the genetic map of the norma l homolog, the centromeric posi tion can be determined to be located between two closely
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linked genetic markers. Centromeres have been mapped
this way in wheat (Sears, 1969), cotton (Endrizzi and Kohel,
1966) , rice (Si ngh et aI., 1996) and tomato (Frary et aI.,
1996). Telosomes associated with chromosomes 4 and 5
have been isolated in maize (Rhoades, 1933, 1936 and 1940;
Muzumdar et aI., 1997) and used to map the centromere of
chromosome 4 (Schneerman et aI., 1998).
In addition to telocentric chromosomes, a maize centrome re has been well loca lized by hypoploids generated
from B- 10 translocations. Beckett (1973) induced a translocation between the B chromosome and the short arm of
chromosome 10 ( lOS). He used the translocation to synthesize hypoploids carrying the terminal deficie ncy of l OS
to map phys ically the 10th centromere to be proximal to
y9 on lOS. Subseq uently, Lin (1974) created 38 translocations between the B chromosome and the long arm of chromosome 10 (1 OL) and observed that the hypop loids
derived from two most proximal translocations have a
breakpoint proximal to dul on 10L (Lin, 1974 and 1979).
Thus , the 10th centromere is located in the dul -yv region
which covers two map units .
TAO

This paper utilizes a similar approach to map the centromere of chromosomes 1, 6, and 9 on RFLP map . The
centromere was mapped to a region of3 .3, 3, and 0.5 map
units, respectively.

Materials and Method s
P lant Materia l
L289 and the B-A translocation-carrying L289 stocks are
the same as previously described (Lin and Chou, 1997) .
Three translocations (TB- 1Sb, TB-1La and TB-6Sa) , iso-

